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Data driven solution 
providing measurements for 
defensible valuations 

4D digital sketches that are 
georeferenced and aligned 
with actual structures

Patent pending technology 
provides accurate, worry-free 
remote assessing

TRUE CHANGE DETECTION IS MORE 
THAN COMPARING PICTURES
GeoAssist is the only valuation change 
detection solution that compares current 
structure footprints to what is on the 
county’s tax records.  

ANALYZE, VERIFY AND 
ASSESS RIGHT FROM 

YOUR DESKTOP

geoassist
VALUATION CHANGE DETECTION



www.geospan.com 1-800-GEOSPAN

SKETCH VERIFICATION 
CHANGE DETECTION 
AERIAL IMAGERY

Save time, save money and reduce risk. GeoAssist integrates ortho & oblique 
imagery with county records to identify tax revenue leakage using our advanced 
technology. With GeoAssist, auditing and verifying tax roll data is simple.

Step 1: Convert building 
sketches into 3d wireframes

Step 2: Overlay georeferenced 
wireframe foundation footprints 

Step 3: Analyze and correct 
inaccurate structure footprints
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GeoAssist offers a valuation change detection solution 
that increases productivity and reduces field visits  

High resolution imagery helps assessors manage where 
changes to parcel footprints have occurred over time

Desktop review software identifies building dimension 
errors while adding value to the tax rolls 

Accurately verify what is actually on the parcel for fair 
and equitable assessments 

GeoAssist allows accessors to audit values to changes in 
a geospatial editing environment 
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In the illustration below, GeoAssist was able to identify an additional 
160 sq feet missing from the current assessment which was not 
identifiable through conventional change detection methods. 


